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Executive summary 

The significance of the Hilsa shad (Tenualosa ilisha) fish to the livelihoods of the fishery families in 
the Ayeyarwady Delta is the focus of this report. The livelihoods of Hilsa dependent fishing families 
in nine communities in the Delta were assessed - three villages that fish in freshwater, three villages 
that fish in seasonally brackish water and three villages that fish in year-round marine/saline water. 
The objectives of this study were to: 

a. Assess the livelihood status of Hilsa dependent fishing families in the Ayeyarwady Delta, 

including their socio-economic status. 

b. Evaluate the significance of Hilsa to the livelihoods of Hilsa dependent fishing families and 

investigate options to improve the range and quality of livelihood choices for Hilsa 

dependent fishing households (particularly for those without access to land or a boat); and 

c. Provide recommendations on how to improve the asset accumulation capability of poorer 

households, including Hilsa fishers, to become more resilient and be able to cope with 

disasters and change. 

Findings 

I. Livelihood status of Hilsa dependent fishing families  

Socioeconomic profile 

Livelihood: Fisheries is the main livelihood sector in the targeted villages of the five townships, 
followed by agriculture. Some farmers also fish for Hilsa fish after their rice cultivation season in 
August to October. 

Wealth ranking: 72% of all the households in the surveyed villages are considered poor or very poor; 
however, this ranking may not be accurate given that it may have been advantageous for the 
households to self-select as poor. The research also suggests that Hilsa fish dependent families, who 
are a majority of the respondents, are considered better off because they own boats and fishing 
nets. 

Land ownership: The majority of surveyed households have a small piece of land for home and 
livestock breeding. None of the fishery households own land for an agricultural purpose and some 
do not have any land at all, and instead renting. 

Fishing gear ownership: Among the households engaged in fisheries as their main livelihoods, the 
majority owned motorised boats and some fishing gear. Those without are considered the poorest in 
the villages. 

 

Livelihood, gender and poverty 

Fisheries: Fishermen are catching fish in the rivers year round as there are three fishing seasons in 
the Delta. Hilsa fish catches are almost equal weight in all three water regimes: 2-4 viss1 (3.2–6.4 kg) 
per day. The main constraint to the fishery sector is the noticeable decrease in the fish and prawn 
size and catch quantities, which is impacting on their ability to earn an income. Many fishing 
dependent households blame overfishing on the high number of coastal fishing boats (small and 
large) that are allowed to operate along the coast using fishing gear that prevent fish from entering 

                                                           

 
1
 1 viss is equivalent to 1.6 kg. 
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the river as main reason for the decrease in fish catches. Other constraints identified include: limited 
access to microfinance loans and finance; lack of fishing gear and boats; and natural disaster 
impacts. 

Agriculture: Agriculture is not the principal livelihood activity in the villages surveyed, with a 
minimum number of people engaged in the sector. This is because the focus of the research was 
Hilsa dependent families and these families only have a small bit of land for home and livestock 
breeding. The farming households primarily engage in rice cultivation and are considered either rich 
or better off compared to others. 

Livestock: Pig breeding and poultry farming are the most common sources of income from the 
livestock sector in the Delta region. Access to finance to buy good quality animal feeds and 
preventing disease are the main constraints to an increase of respondents undertaking livestock 
rearing. 

Gender: Women’s role in village affairs has traditionally been minimal but this is changing. Women 
are the financial managers at the household level and decision-making at the household level is 
generally balanced between the husband and the wife. Women undertake the physically less 
demanding work around the fishery sector. 

Poverty profile: The majority of Hilsa dependent households can generate from fishing 
approximately 160,000 Kyats (148 USD) per month during the Hilsa season. These households, 
however, reported that their annual income is not sufficient for the family throughout the year. 
Many respondents reported that they are in debt for at least 1 to 4 months in a year. 

Food security: The majority of Hilsa dependent households in the saline and brackish water regimes 
do not eat the Hilsa fish they have captured because it is considered a high value fish. Greater 
numbers eat it in the fresh water regimes because of its small size. Although the interviewed Hilsa 
dependent households do not have food stored at the time of interview, they reported to have 
enough money to purchase food when required. 

 

Environmental concerns 

Fishery management and inappropriate chemical use: Environmental concerns relate to fishery 
management issues including overfishing, reduced size of the fish caught, limited control of large 
boats (locally known as Jote) fishing along the coast as well as the high number of smaller fishing 
boats using the coastal zone. Concerns were also raised about pollution and in particular pollution 
entering rivers from rice mills, the incorrect use of chemicals and fertilisers, and using poisonous 
chemicals to capture fish. These environmental concerns were considered sufficiently severe to 
impact the fishery sector and in particular the ability for the surveyed population to maintain their 
livelihood. 

 

II. Significance of Hilsa to livelihoods of Hilsa dependent fishing families 

Profile of the Hilsa fishers: Fishermen in Delta catch fish in three fishing seasons: Hilsa season (Ngar 
tha lauk); Striped Cat fish (Ngar Tan) and Grey Fin Jew fish (Ngar Poke Thin) season; and Mango fish 
(Ngar Ponar) season. Almost all of the Delta fishers are fishing for Hilsa, and they can be categorised 
in three types: (1) commercial Hilsa fishers (resident); (2) commercial Hilsa fishers (migrant); and (3) 
subsistence Hilsa fishers. Commercial Hilsa fishers (resident and migrant) own boats and fishing gear 
and fish in the rivers and coastal waters, whilst subsistence Hilsa fishers fish along river banks and 
use bag net and blockage techniques to catch small fish and shrimp that breed along the river banks 
including Hilsa. 

Commercial Hilsa fishers: In the study area commercial Hilsa fishers (resident and migrant) are 
better off compared with subsistence Hilsa fishers and fish workers. The average annual income for 
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the majority of commercial Hilsa fishers is 1,950,000 ks per year (1,800 USD) (resident and migrant 
fishers) but can be as much as 5,000,000 ks per year (4,240 USD). When compared with the majority 
of land holder farmers in the area, their annual income is between 2,000,000 and 4,000,000 Kyats 
(1,840 to 3,685 USD). Commercial Hilsa fishers are considered better off in rural wealth ranking 
status and are not considered poor, whilst subsistence Hilsa fishers are poor and live close to the 
poverty line earning 3,000 ks per day. 

Resident and migrant Hilsa fishers: The study found that two thirds of Hilsa fishers are resident 
whilst a third of Hilsa fishers are migrant fishers. Migrant fishers are fishers who fish all year round 
the Delta using boats and bring their families; migrant fishers follow fish migrations and have 
motorboats and a variety of fishing gear to catch all types of fish; they normally have a relationship 
with resident fishers who allow them to fish in their area. 

Average fish catch: The majority of Hilsa fishermen sell fish for 5,000-20,000 Kyats (4.62-18.49 USD) 
each, although fresh water Hilsa fishers catch much smaller fish under 70 ticals2 and almost half are 
sold for between 2,000–5,000 Kyats (1.85-4.62 USD). 

Dependency: The dependency ratio based on the annual income from catching all fish types and 
then comparing this with the proportion of income from Hilsa is high at two thirds of the household 
income for Hilsa fishers fishing in saline water and almost a third of the incomes for brackish and 
freshwater Hilsa fisher families. 

 

III. Recommendations to improve the livelihoods of Hilsa fishers 

The recommendations on targeted toward how to improve the asset accumulation capability of Hilsa 
fishers to become more resilient and be able to sustain a vibrant Hilsa fishery. 

Development of a National Hilsa fishery management plan with monitoring, control and 
surveillance of fishing  

Suspected illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing in the coastal area by local and foreign 
boats (Jote) is believed to have led to significant decreases in fish stocks. Currently, it is thought that 
many 100’s of coastal fishing boats using sophisticated technology such as fish finders and depth 
gauges and smaller mesh size nets to fish in Myanmar’s waters, which the artisanal fishing 
community suspects is the main reason for fish scarcity in the rivers, particularly of the Hilsa fish. 

It is recommended to develop a national plan of action or management plan for Hilsa that includes: 

1. regular monitoring and surveillance of coastal fishing boats to ensure compliance with 

fishing regulations, in particular use of smaller meshed nets (less than 5 cm); 

2. a review of coastal fishing policies, laws and regulations to control the number and fishing 

activities of coastal boats and fishing licenses;  

3. development of local regulations with all stakeholders to create “managed fishing seasons 

and areas” where Hilsa fish are migrating and breeding (April and May); 

4. and economic instruments to control the movement and sale of undersized (sexually 

immature) Hilsa fish. 

  

                                                           

 
2
 Myanmar measurement (100 ticals = 1viss = 3.6 lb = 1.6 Kg). 
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Improved access to finance to sustain fishing practices 

Access to finance is a significant problem for the Hilsa fishers, who require approximately 300,000 
Kyats (275 USD) per month to ensure their family’s livelihood. Due to a lack of access to affordable 
finance, they rely on loans provided locally where they pay 10-20% interest per month, within a 
short repayment period and/or taking loans from fish traders that have to be repaid with captured 
fish. Therefore it is recommended to: 

5. assess the use of credit programs (small loan programme or revolving fund) for Hilsa fishers 

to reduce fishing effort dependency on high-interest local loan providers including support 

to alternative livelihoods such as small-scale aquaculture that can be accessed by fishers. 

Access to new livelihood and job opportunities 

Given that there are only limited livelihoods opportunities available in the Delta rural area, if a 
fisherman is forced to leave the fishery sector for any reason, they often have no other choice but to 
migrate to other villages or towns and engage in casual labour jobs to earn an income. Therefore it is 
recommended that: 

6. government policy makers and businesses should consider development projects in the 

Delta area that diversify opportunities within fisheries such as post-harvest handling, 

processing and small-scale aquaculture to offer sustainable and alternative job opportunities 

for fishers. 

Access to education (capacity development) for sustainable fishing practices 

Given that there is only a basic understanding and knowledge of fishing practices by artisanal fishers, 
it is recommended to: 

7. provide ‘sustainable fishing practice’ trainings for the artisanal fishers in the Delta including 

co-management measures. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

This report focuses on a livelihood assessment of Hilsa dependent families of the Ayeyarwady 
Delta. 

WorldFish, through the ACIAR3 funded MYFish4 project has established the Fishery Research and 
Development Network (FRDN)5 in Myanmar that represents Government, NGOs, and universities 
and aims to carry out small research projects on the fishery sector. Through the FRDN, a total of 22 
small-research projects on the Myanmar fishery sector have been funded. Each study represents an 
insight on the research competency of selected institutions in the fishery sector and an indicator of 
the R & D capacity building challenges that future investors in the sector will need to address in 
order to build science and research capabilities. An important caveat is that the FRDN science 
outputs represent collaborative research involving Department of Fishery (DoF), universities and 
NGOs, and are led by partner institutions with technical support from WorldFish. The studies 
represent new research and the partnership approach maintains ownership of the research with the 
national institutions, and helping to develop a dialogue with Government about the key challenges 
and opportunities facing the sector. 

In 2013, WorldFish commissioned the Myanmar Marketing Research & Development (MMRD) to 
conduct a small research project on the livelihoods and socio-economic status of fishers and their 
families in the Ayeyarwady Delta6. The livelihood assessment of fisher families focused on the 
Bogalay and Labutta Townships of Ayeyarwady Delta and revealed that the poorest fishery 
households of the Ayeyarwady Delta struggle to meet their daily food and essential household 
needs. It was recommended that customised and targeted studies and interventions would be 
required to investigate the causes of the problems faced by different fishery communities in the 
Ayeyarwady Delta, and to develop sustainable solutions to overcome the challenges. 

In 2014, WorldFish acquired additional co-funding from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) Bay of Bengal Large Marine Ecosystem (BOBLME) Project, which promotes the 
sub-regional (Bangladesh, India, and Myanmar) collaboration on the assessment and management 
of Hilsa. Given the nature of the Hilsa life cycle, the impact of excessive fishing on the Hilsa fish and 
its sustainability as a fishery, and the livelihood dependence of Hilsa fishermen, WorldFish through 
the MYFish project conducted several small research projects and studies on the Hilsa fishery and 
fishers of the Ayeyarwady River. 

                                                           

 
3
 Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR). 

4
 MYFish project or ‘Improving Research and Development in Myanmar Inland and Coastal Fishery’. 

5
 A network of researchers, development practitioners and extension officers from the Department of Fishery 

(DoF), Myanmar Fishery Federation (MFF), Universities from Yangon and Ayeyarwady, the Food Security 

Working Group (FSWG) and World Fish. 

6
 Htut, Y. T. 2014. Report on Socio-economy Analysis of the Delta Fishery villages and Small Scale Fishery 

Livelihood. Myanmar Marketing and Research Development (MMRD) for the Myanmar Fishery Research and 

Development Network (FRDN). MYFish Technical Report, ACIAR. 
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The series of research projects have: 

1. Identified the Hilsa spawning grounds, including: 

a. an analysis of Hilsa abundance data using historical data in the Ayeyarwady Delta 

b. identification of Hilsa inland breeding sites and extent of migration 

2. Identified the value chain of Hilsa fish from three agro-ecological zones of the Delta 

3. Assessed the livelihoods of Hilsa dependent fishing families in three water regimes of the 

Delta 

The focus of this report is the livelihood assessment conducted by MMRD, which examines the 
significance of Hilsa fish to the livelihoods of the fishery families, both migrant and residential 
fishers, in the Ayeyarwady Delta. The livelihoods of Hilsa dependent fishing families in nine 
communities in the Delta were assessed - three villages that fish in freshwater, three villages that 
fish in seasonally brackish water and three villages that fish in year-round marine/saline water. 

Excessive fishing of inland and coastal water bodies of Myanmar to supply ever-growing demands 
for fish has led to the scarcity of the Hilsa (Tenualosa ilisha) fish. This scarcity is impacting the 
livelihoods of thousands of Hilsa dependent families in the Ayeyarwady Delta region in Myanmar. 

The findings of this series of research projects will provide critical information for government, 
researchers and practitioners in the strategic planning of effective and practical strategies to 
conserve biodiversity that continue to support fisher livelihoods. The aim of the livelihood 
assessment is to contribute significantly to the formulation of strategic interventions that are 
sustainable, environment-friendly, that conserve and maintain Hilsa fish resources, as well as 
support livelihoods. 

1.2. Study objectives 

The objectives of this study were to: 

a. Assess the livelihood status of Hilsa dependent fishing families in the Ayeyarwady Delta, 

including their socio-economic status; 

b. Evaluate the significance of Hilsa to the livelihoods of Hilsa dependent fishing families and 

investigate options to improve the range and quality of livelihood choices for Hilsa 

dependent fishing households (particularly for those without access to land or a boat); and 

c. Provide recommendations on how to improve the asset accumulation capability of poorer 

households, including Hilsa fishers, to become more resilient and be able to cope with 

environmental change. 

1.3. Methodology 

1.3.1. Qualitative methodology 
Using a purposive sampling method, the following townships were selected for the study: 

 Freshwater fishing: Kyaiklat and Maubin Townships 

 Brackish water fishing: Bogalay and Mawlamyinegyun Townships 

 Marine/saline Water fishing: Dedaye Township 

Nine villages from these five townships were selected in consultation with officers from each 
township and District Fisheries Departments, based on the nature of their water regime (fresh, 
brackish and marine/saline water). Male and female focus group discussions (FGDs) and key 
informant interviews (KIIs) were used to gather information and generate data. In total the following 
was undertaken to generate data: 

 18 village-level KIIs (1 trader and 1 retailer per village); 
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 18 FGDs (1 male FGD and 1 female FGD per village); and 

 15 township-level KIIs (1 Department of Fisheries; 1 township-level traders; and 1 township 

retailer per township). 

Non-fishery livelihoods (agriculture and livestock rearing) were included in this research to provide a 
comparison to fishing dependent livelihoods. Additionally, some farmers are Hilsa fishing during 
August to October, and some of the Hilsa fishers work as casual labours during the non-fishing 
season in May to July. 

Wealth ranking  

To undertake the wealth ranking exercise the study team had interviewed 4-5 key informants in the 
village. Using a household list the key informants were asked to rank each household in the village. 
These rankings were verified by the village administrators, village elders and village development 
committee members. 

1.3.2. Quantitative methodology 
Quantitative interviews using semi-structured questionnaires were conducted with 25 resident 
households and another 8-9 migrant household from each village ensuring that a total of 300 
households from 9 villages in 5 townships were interviewed. 

Selection Method 

25 households were chosen to include 15 Hilsa/other fish fishermen households, 5 farmer 
households and 5 casual labour households. This selection was made with the assistance of village 
administrators, village elders, village development committees and 100 household leaders. Over a 
three day period, 2 FGDs, 2 KIIs and 30 household surveys were conducted in one village. 

1.3.3. Research limitations 
The sample size was sufficient to ensure full coverage of the range of socio-economic situations of 
Hilsa dependent families of the entire Delta region. Moreover, the study was purposely targeted to 
Hilsa fishing households and as such, farmers and the casual labours were included largely to make 
general comparisons. This, however, limits a wider comparison between Hilsa fishers with other 
livelihoods. The study was conducted in July and August during Myanmar’s wet season, which meant 
there was limited mobility for the research team as boat travel on rivers was dangerous and it 
wasn’t actually a Hilsa fishing season; however, local Hilsa fishers were not active and available for 
interview and data collection. No secondary data for the study area was available and the research 
team had to rely only on the village authorities such as village administrators, 100 household leaders 
and village elders. 

2. Findings 

Livelihood status of Hilsa dependent fishing families  

2.1. Socioeconomic profiles 

2.1.1. Livelihoods profile 
Fisheries are the main livelihood sector of the surveyed villages. 

Fisheries are the main livelihood sector in the targeted villages of the five townships, followed by 
agriculture (Table 1). Fish, prawn, crab and shrimp are the main products of the fishery sector. 
Chicken, duck and pork are the main products of the agricultural sector. Casual labourers are 
employed as agricultural farm workers, fishery workers and as general workers in the villages. 
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The study has also found out that some farmers are also fishing for Hilsa fish after their rice 
cultivation season in August to October for three months; as such they are also considered as 
seasonal fishers. 

Table 1 Percentages of the main livelihood sectors of respondents by water regime 

 Saline Brackish Fresh Total 

Fishery 73% 71% 70% 71% 

Agriculture 12% 15% 13% 13% 

Casual labour 14% 14% 15% 13% 

Livestock 1% 0% 0% 1% 

Gardening 0% 0% 2% 2% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 

There are 100 respondents in each water regime, with a total of 300 respondents. Source: Quantitative 

household survey questionnaire. 
 

2.1.2. Wealth ranking 
72% of all the households in the surveyed villages are considered poor or very poor. 

Each household was ranked into 5 classes (rich, better off, poor, very poor and poorest) (See 
Appendix II: Categories of the Hilsa fishermen). Of the total 2,591 households, 1,871 households or 
72% of all households, in 9 villages were ranked as poor and very poor households (Table 2). 

A potential confounding factor is that self-identification as a lower wealth ranking could be seen as 
beneficial for the villages because of the perception that they may receive assistance from this 
project. Delta villages have experiences with of the UN, NGOs and INGOs, hence villagers like to 
identify themselves as the poorest class. It is likely that for this reason the rich class were not 
identified. 

Table 2 Wealth ranking households in each of the study villages 

Township Village Rich Better 
off 

Poor Medium 
poor 

Very 
poor 

Total Water 
regime 

Kyaik Lat KyonMa 
Nget 

 0 10 50 80 93 233 Fresh 
water 

Hleseik  0 10 45 51 2 108 

Maubin Kawet Kin  0 5 50 331 3 389 

Bogalay Dama 
Thukha 

 0 

 

4 

 

36 39 76 155 Brackish 
water 

Tharpaung  0 10 20 80 179 289 

Mawlamyine
gyun 

LinZwe 0 5 35 20 4 64 

Dedaye Thandaik  0 19 62 80 107 268 Saline 
water Toe 0 67 166 200 232 665 

Akaichaung  0 42 84 126 168 420 

 Total 0 172 548 1007 864 2591   

Source: Key informant interviews 
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2.1.3. Land ownership of the Hilsa dependent families 
The majority of surveyed households have a small piece of land for home and livestock breeding. 

Of the 300 households interviewed, none of the fishery households own land for agricultural 
purposes (Table 3). However, majority of households have a small piece of land for home and 
livestock breeding. Some fishery households have no land for their house and rent instead. 

Table 3 Percentage of Hilsa fishing households by different types of land ownership and water regimes 

 Saline Brackish Fresh Total 

Own land for home and agriculture 0 0 0 0 

Have a small bit of land for home and 
livestock 

92 88 89 269 

Do not have land for horticulture or 
livestock and living on other’s land 

8 12 11 31 

Responses of the 13% of farmers interviewed were excluded from this table. Land for home means they have 
space to build a small one-story house. Source: Quantitative household survey questionnaire. 

 

2.1.4. Fishing gear ownership 
The majority of Hilsa dependent households have a motorboat and nets. 

Among the households engaged in fisheries as their main livelihoods, the majority owned motorised 
boats and some fishing gears. Nevertheless, there was a minor percentage that did not own either a 
boat or fishing gear (Table 4). The cost of motorboat is about 300,000–400,000 Kyats (275-367 USD) 
and the cost of a Hilsa net is about 600,000 Kyats (550 USD) with a total cost of about 1,000,000 
Kyats (917 USD) for the Hilsa net and motorboat. 

Table 4 The percentage of different types of fishing gear owned by the type of fisher 

 Fisher type % 

Motor boat and no motor boat, all types of nets, other fishery tools Hilsa 0.4% 

Motorboat, all type of nets Hilsa 82.1% 

Motorboat only Hilsa 0.4% 

No motorboat, all type of nets Hilsa 10.3% 

One net and other fishery tools only (bag net and others) Bag net 3.6% 

No motorboat only  Bag net 1.3% 

Do not own any boats or gear Fish worker 1.8% 

Source: Quantitative household survey questionnaire. 

 

2.2. Livelihood, gender and poverty 

2.2.1. Fisheries 
Fishing is the main livelihood activity in the Delta, with fish, prawn and crab as the main catch. 

There are three fishing seasons in the Delta: Hilsa (Ngar tha lauk), Striped Cat fish (Ngar Tan) and 
Grey Fin Jew fish (Ngar Poke Thin), and Mango fish (Ngar Ponar) seasons (Table 5). Hence, fishermen 
are catching fish in the rivers year round. Fishermen are categorised in two types: river fisher and 
river bank fisher. River fishers own boats and all types of fishing nets to catch fish in the rivers (such 
as Hilsa). River bank fishers are mostly using bag net and blockage to catch smaller fish and shrimps 
that breed in the riverbanks and the small creeks. 
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Table 5 Seasonal calendar for river fishing in the Delta 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Hilsa Hilsa Hilsa Mango 
Fish 

No fishing season Hilsa Hilsa Hilsa Hilsa Hilsa 

        Mango 
Fish 

        Striped 
Cat 
Fish 

Striped 
Cat Fish 

  

                Grey 
Fin 
Jew 
fish 

Grey 
Fin 
Jew 
fish 

Grey 
Fin Jew 
fish 

  

 

 Opportunity 

Fish, prawn and crab are the main catch in the Delta. Fish paste, dry fish and shrimp production, 
captive breeding of crabs, small and medium fish and shrimp ponds, and commercial scale 
aquaculture also occur in the surveyed area. 

Fishing occurs in all water regimes and is the main source of income for the Delta region fishers. 
Hilsa fish catches are almost equal weight in all three water regimes (i.e. 2-4 viss = 3.2–6.4 kg per 
day) (Table 6). The smaller catch of Hilsa year after year is becoming problematic for Hilsa fishers 
(Section: Constraints to fisheries). 

Fish licensing 

Commercial small-scale fishing in open access areas such as the middle of the river is not limited but 
requires a license for the fishing gear type, which is provided by the township DoF officer. The 
licence is valid for one year and fishers must comply with a closed season in June and July. For 
non-commercial subsistence fishers no fishing license is required and 16 gear types are covered 
under subsistence fishing. For fishers wishing to fish in a leasehold or tender lot site then a separate 
licence or sub-lease agreement is needed and this is often charged per month for fishers who want 
to fish a water body. 

 Constraints to fisheries 

 
Figure 1 Reasons provided by the respondents about the main constraints to their fishing activities 

Source: Quantitative household survey questionnaire. 
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The fishing community of the surveyed villages had a very positive perception on the FAO 
intervention that supported a fishery license system of the bag net (Kyar Pipe) fishing spots. A 
programme was implemented in Bogalay Township for the poor artisanal bag net fishers by 
providing a fund to pay license fees at a flat rate. This meant that artisanal fisher groups were able to 
obtain the license directly from the fishery department at a flat rate and avoided having to buy them 
at an inflated price from middlemen. Additionally, given that the groups organised themselves they 
now have a chance to monitor individual bag net fishers and enforce the Department of Fisheries 
standards for sustainable fishing practices. The surveyed villages suggested this programme continue 
and be implemented to other fisheries, particularly to the Hilsa fisheries. 

Access to finance 

A 2014 report by International Labour Organisation7 highlighted that a lack of access to finance is the 
one of the major constraints for the rural poor in the Delta, especially for the fishery dependent 
households. The respondents of this study reinforced this finding and also noted that their number 
one problem is lack of investment and not having access to any institutional finance (Figure 1) (See 
Appendix III: Key Informant Interviews). 

Access to microfinance loans 

Many of the fishermen mentioned that they are willing to connect to microfinance institutions and 
NGOs that provide microfinance, however many noted that they don’t have access to this service 
yet. Fishermen and small traders are interested in microfinance services, however, one of the 
constraints for the fishermen was the tight repayment timeframe of the microfinance institutions 
which does not match to their income patterns (See Appendix IV: Focus group discussions). 

Low fish catch 

There is a noticeable decrease in fish and prawn catch size, which is impacting on their ability to earn 
an income. All FGDs noted this as their number one problem. Many fishing dependent households 
blame the amount of coastal fishing boats/ships, which are using sophisticated gear that prevents 
the fish from entering the river for this decrease in fish numbers. It was mentioned that, according 
to their knowledge, too many coastal fishing boats have obtained a fishing license from the 
Government and are catching every fish, including the Hilsa fish, before they can migrate into the 
fresh water river for breeding. The river fishers also reported that they have spotted these coastal 
boats at the mouth of the Ayeyarwady catching Hilsa fish that are migrating into the rivers. 
Fishermen also reported that the coastal boats use the types of nets that are banned by the 
Department of Fisheries. None of the respondents, however, mentioned any of the illegal practices 
of the small-scale fishermen. 

Lack of fishing gear and boats 

Most of the fishermen mentioned that a fisherman needs to have at least 3 sets of fishing nets to 
catch Hilsa, Grey Fin Jew fish, Mango fish and Striped Cat fish net, and a good boat (preferably 
motorised), to give them a chance to make enough to support their household and to improve their 
quality of life. The cost of this gear is at least 2,300,000 Kyats (2,115 USD). It was also noted that 
even better-off Hilsa fishers still have to borrow money from wealthier fish traders. According to the 
respondents, these fish traders are the driving force in the fishery business, some of whom own fish 
trading centres, boats, and nets. Given their influence in the region, traditional Hilsa fishermen have 
become contract fish workers for many fish traders. This usually means that these fishermen can 
only sell captured fish to that fish trader at the price set by them, which is usually lower than the 

                                                           

 
7
 International Labor Organisation, 2014. Identification and assessment of available micro and small enterprise 

(MSE) Financial services in four locations in Myanmar. Unpublished report. 
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normal price. Some respondents reported that sometimes the weight and the quality of fish were 
not correctly assessed in this situation, and fish traders are exploiting poorer fishermen (See 
Appendix III: Key informant interviews; and Appendix IV: Focus group discussions). 

Competition for fish resources from bigger boats 

In every FGD conducted respondents pointed out the excessive fishing of the coastal ships/boats 
that are using high-tech fishing techniques and gear. It was noted that these boats were fishing year 
round and both day and night. The respondents also noted that they are catching different sizes of 
fish by using smaller meshed nets (less than 5 cm), which reduces the number of fish reaching the 
rivers. One of the FGD participants said (showing their little finger): 

“These guys catch all the small fish, like this (finger) size and so there may not be bigger fish 
as the smaller ones are gone” (Source: FGD). 

Natural disaster impacts 

The respondents reported that the fish and prawn catches became scarce in the Delta rivers after 
the 2008 Cyclone Nargis, and because of this the poorer fishermen were facing more difficulties and 
many of them were forced to change their main livelihood activity. Those who could not change 
their income generating activity stuck to fishing, with a respondent mentioning: 

“We have no other thing and have to stick to the fishing profession even if we get less fish, 
then we have to eat less.” (Source: FGD). 

2.2.2. Agriculture 
Agriculture is not the principal livelihood activity in the villages surveyed, with a minimum number 
of people engaged in the sector. 

As the study is focused on Hilsa dependent households, farming households made up only 13% of 
the total surveyed households (Table 1). The farming households primarily engage in rice farming on 
the rain fed lands. Most of the fishers cannot engage in home gardening, as there is no extra land 
available. 

 Opportunity 

Rice, vegetables, betel leaves and nuts, flowers, nipa palm banana, and coconut are the main 
agricultural products grown by the rural households in the Delta. Rice bran supply to animal feed 
factories and rice milling also supplement these agricultural activities. Flower plantations and betel 
leaf plantation are only feasible in fresh and brackish water regimes due to their fresh water 
requirements. 

Traditionally, the land owning farmers in the villages surveyed are either rich or better off compared 
to others. As such they provide the main livelihood opportunities for the poorer households through 
casual labour in the rice fields, by making thatch roofs or vegetable, banana, coconut and betel nut 
production. 

 Constraints to agriculture 

Access to Land 

Access to fertile land is one of the major constraints for the farming households in the Delta. The 
land is scarce especially in the fresh water region and only moderately accessible in the brackish and 
saline water region either by purchasing or by contract farming. Most of the fertile lands, however, 
are not easily accessible by the poor; some surveyed households have no land even for their home 
and so they have to build on others’ land (Table 3.). 
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2.2.3. Livestock 
Pig breeding and poultry farming are the first most common source of income from the livestock 
sector in the Delta region. 

 Opportunities 

Pig, poultry, goat and cattle breeding and trading are the main livestock activities in the Delta region, 
which is a secondary livelihood option. Pig breeding and poultry farming are the first most common 
source of income in the livestock sector. 

 Constraints for the Livestock sector 

 

Figure 2 The reasons provided by the respondents (N=95) about the main constraints to their livestock rearing activities 

Source: Quantitative household survey questionnaire. 

Animal feeds 

Majority of the livestock households mentioned that access to good quality and cheap animal feeds 
is the major constraint to rearing livestock (Figure 2). This makes the total cost of pig breeding, for 
example, higher than the selling price. 

Access to finance 

Lack of investment or lack of access to finance was mentioned by most of the poorer households in 
the study; however, only 5% of households engaging in livestock rearing in fresh water villages 
mentioned that there is lack of finance for livestock breeding (Figure 2). 

Disease 

Respondents noted a disease affecting pigs, chickens and ducks as a problem for the livestock sector. 
This was particularly evident for pig breeders in the saline water villages (Figure 2). 
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2.2.4. Gender 
Women’s role in village affairs has traditionally been minimal but this is changing. Women are the 
financial managers at the household level. 

Gender distribution 

 
Figure 3 Gender distribution amongst the respondents (N=300) 

Source: Quantitative household survey questionnaire. 

 Work division 

Amongst the fishing dependent households (which are 74% of all respondents), the harder physical 
labour was undertaken men, with females undertaking the lighter labour works. In contrast, the 
work division in the agricultural sector is equal, as is the wage (Source: FGD). 

 Roles of women and their role in decision making 

Village level 

Amongst the fishing dependent households, it was reported that traditionally the women in the 
village were not active in community affairs because they were busy in their household duties. 
However, most of the women are active in village social and religious activities such as ordination, 
wedding, and funeral ceremonies. If Hilsa fishers cannot hire young boys, between the ages of 10-14 
(known locally as oozie), to help with fishing then their wives will also help them with these tasks 
(Source: FGD). 

Women’s role in the village is changing as a result of the efforts of humanitarian and development 
organisations. These organisations have introduced women empowerment projects in the Delta and 
now women in these villages are seen to be not only active, but also taking a leading role, in village 
affairs. However, in the study villages, the participants of the FGD discussions stated that although 
women are participating in most livelihood activities it was still rare to have women involved in the 
decision-making. It was mentioned that more commonly men make decisions in the villages and may 
take the suggestions of the women into consideration (Source: FGD). 

Household level 
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Traditionally, Myanmar women in rural areas depend on their husbands for their livelihood and 
hence women tend to follow the husbands’ decisions regarding the household’s affairs. However, 
most of the husbands handover all the income earned to the wives daily or monthly, and hence the 
financial power is often with the wife. As a result, decision-making at the household level is generally 
balanced between the husband and the wife (Source: FGD). 

The role of women, as the household financial managers, was confirmed amongst the participants of 
the FGDs in the study villages. One woman stated: 

“If he (the husband) did not hand over his money, I will kick him out from the house” (Source: FGD). 

Men also reinforced this and one stated: 

“Yes, I have to give my earnings to my wife, if not I will be starved to dead as she will not give me any 
food” (Source: FGD). 

Decisions about larger financial spending, such as buying land, house and assets, weddings of a 
daughter, ordination of son and religious donations, will often be decided together, depending on 
the wealth of the family (Source: FGD). The participants of the FGDs in the study villages stated that 
the physical abuse of women by men is rare in the study villages. There were, however, many 
quarrels among wives and husbands and that this is considered normal for a married couple. One 
participant stated: 

“Husband and wife are like tongue and teeth, sometime it bites.”(Source: FGD). 

2.2.5. Poverty profile of the Hilsa dependent households 
The majority of Hilsa dependent households are considered better off. 

The study has considered that 82.5% of Hilsa dependent households are better off households 
because they own boats and fishing nets. 17.4% of the Hilsa fishermen, who do not own a 
motorboat, are considered poor or very poor in the village (Table 4). 

 Average income 

Hilsa fishers in the study area could be considered as better off when compared with river bank 
fishers and the fish workers. The majority of Hilsa dependent households are generating 
approximately 160,000 Kyats (148 USD) per month during the Hilsa fishing season (See Appendix V: 
Household survey, Figure 28). These households, however, reported that their income is not 
sufficient to sustain the family for the whole year. 

Some land-holding farmers (41% of farmers in saline water, 13% in brackish water and 11% in fresh 
water) in the study area reported that their yearly income from agriculture is above 5,100,000 Kyats 
per year (4,711 USD) or 425,000 Kyats per month (392 USD) (See Appendix V: Household survey, 
Figure 27). 

 Debt 

All fishermen in the Delta are in debt at some point of each year. Many (70% of respondents in 
saline, 47% in brackish and 41% in fresh water) reported that they are in debt for 1 to 4 months in a 
year. 14% of fishers in saline, 35% in brackish and 35% in fresh water answered that they are in debt 
for over 8 months a year. 16% of households in saline water, 18% in brackish water and 24% in fresh 
water claimed that they are in debt for the whole year (See Appendix V: Household survey, Figure 
26) 

Fish traders 

Most of the Hilsa dependent households are reliant on fish traders, who usually own the boats and 
nets that a fisherman uses, as well as rights to the fish that are caught. As such, most of the Hilsa 
fishermen are financially dependent on the fish traders as their primary source of finance. Fish 
traders usually provide an interest-free loan to the Hilsa fishermen in exchange for the Hilsa fish 
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catch, on some very strict terms and conditions. Failure to pay back the loan results in the fishing 
gear (the boat and nets) being collected as a collateral, and forces the Hilsa fishermen to switch to 
casual labouring to earn an income. This traps the fisherman further in debt, as they are required to 
pay back the loan by captured fish and have lost the means to do so. It was also reported that many 
Hilsa fishermen indebted to fish traders do not have the weight and quality of their fish catch 
properly assessed, which means they do not make progress in paying back the loan. It was also 
reported that Hilsa fishermen are not allowed to sell their captured fish to other traders if they are 
indebted to another fish trader (Source: FGD). 

Money lenders 

Much of the Delta population including Hilsa dependent households rely on informal money lenders 
for the improvement of their livelihood activities, such as purchasing of second set of Hilsa fishing 
nets or new motor boats. These items are normally purchased using a loan with the expectation that 
it will allow them to catch more Hilsa fish. However, if these expectations are not met then the Hilsa 
fisherman has to return the purchased gear to the trader with interest (in most cases, their first set 
of Hilsa fishing gear). 

2.2.6. Food security 
The majority of Hilsa dependent households stated that they have enough income for food. Hilsa 
fish is only largely eaten in the fresh water villages, due to the small size of Hilsa fish caught. 

 Household level food security 

The majority of Hilsa dependent households in the saline and brackish water regimes do not eat the 
Hilsa fish they have captured (See Appendix V: Household survey, Figure 23). Based on the income 
from captured Hilsa fish, it is a high value fish, and as such Hilsa dependent households do not eat 
the Hilsa fish they capture, instead selling their catch and buying low value fish for their household’s 
consumption (See Appendix V: Household survey, Figure 24). In fresh water villages the majority 
(96%) of those surveyed eat their fish capture because the captured Hilsa fish size is too small and 
the price is low (See Appendix V: Household survey, Figure 23); 46% of the Hilsa fish captured in 
fresh water was considered small, which cannot be sold to the traders as they are only worth 2,000–
5,000 Kyats per viss (1.84-4.59 USD per 1.6 kg). In addition, although the interviewed Hilsa 
dependent households do not have food stored at the time of interview, they reported to have 
enough money to purchase food when required (Source: FGD). 

2.3. Hilsa fish catch and price 

2.3.1. Average fish catch per month 
The majority of Hilsa fishermen catch an average of 2-4 viss (3.2–6.4 kg) per day. 

For the majority of Hilsa fishermen the average fish catch per day is over 2-4 viss (3.2–6.4 kg) across 
all the water regimes (Table 6). The fresh water Hilsa fishermen catch less during a normal month 
than those in saline and brackish water regimes, however, they have a greater fish catch during a 
peak season month. 

Table 6 Percentages of average catch fish per month by weight and water regime 

  

  

Weight of fish catch Water regime 

 

Saline Brackish Fresh 

Average per day 

 

1-2 viss (1.6–3.2 kg) 3% 29% 5% 

2-4 viss (3.2–6.4 kg) 97% 71% 85% 

Normal month 10-30 viss (16–48 kg) 28% 19% 27% 
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30-50 viss (48–80 kg) 42% 58% 18% 

Peak season month >50 viss (80 kg) 30% 22% 55% 

Source: Quantitative household survey questionnaire. 

2.3.2. Price of Hilsa fish 
Only a minority of Hilsa fishermen (7-8%) sold fish valued over 20,000 Kyats (18.35 USD). 

The price of Hilsa fish is dependent on the weight of the fish, so bigger Hilsa fish have a higher price 
(Table 7). The bigger Hilsa fish, valued over 20,000 Kyats (18.35 USD), could be captured in all water 
regimes, however, only between 7-8% of all those surveyed reported selling fish at this price. This 
may indicate scarcity of bigger Hilsa fish surrounding the study villages and that some Hilsa fishers 
are targeting more effectively larger fish. The Dagon University study on the Hilsa value chain 
indicated that during the peak Hilsa season the highest average daily income was (539,098 kyats/day 
= US494/day) due to the large scale of their fishing activities and the lowest daily income (9,170 
kyats/day = 8.41 USD), because of their small scale. 

Table 7 The size and price of Hilsa fish 

(See Appendix IV: Focus group discussions, Table 18, Table 20, and Table 22) 

Approx. size Weight 

(Myanmar) 

Weight 

(kg) 

Average price 
(Kyats) 

Average price 
(USD) 

Over 38.1 cm 1 viss and above 1.6 and above 33,250 30.51 

25.4-38.1 cm 70-90 ticals 1.12–1.44 22,125 20.30 

12.7-25.4 cm 50-70 ticals 0.8–1.12 15,750 14.45 

<12.7 cm 35-50 ticals 0.56–0.8 7,000 6.42 

 

 
Figure 4 Price per fish of Hilsa fish sold in the three water regimes 

Source: Quantitative household survey questionnaire. 

2.4. Environmental concerns 

Environmental concerns include pollution entering rivers from rice mills, incorrect use of chemicals 
and fertilisers, and poor fishery management such as lack of control of coastal fishing and 
chemical use to capture fish. 

In Hleseik village (Kyaiklat Township) (within the fresh water regime) there are rice mills near the 
village which use rice husk and gas for their boilers to run the engines. Waste from this process is 
directed into the nearby rivers and streams, polluting them and making them hazardous for both 
people and fish. Given that fish could no longer be found in these waters there is an impact on the 
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livelihood of the fishing dependent households. There is also concern that the pollution may also 
affect the future Hilsa fish spawning seasons. 

This issue was raised with the township’s Department of Fisheries (DoF) officers, to which the 
officers stated that it had been acted upon by the township authorities. These authorities inspected 
the rice mills and recommended the owners to use the filter tanks (concrete tanks using charcoal, 
sands, and small stones to filter residues). Site plans for the filter tanks were drawn up by the rice 
millers and provided to the authorities. However, due to a lack of enforcement in the area, these 
filters tanks were never actually constructed. 

Another concern is the use of chemical (fertilisers and pesticides) in rice cultivation. Farmers are 
using chemicals without proper education on the required amount and application techniques. 
There is concern that residual chemicals are hazardous for the people and animals in the fields, 
including the fish. Although this has been raised with the township’s DoF officers apparently there 
has been little action to remedy the situation. The DoF officers pointed out that it is not directly 
relevant to their department and note that the ratio of agriculture staff to farmers is too low and so 
the agricultural officers could not cover their area thoroughly. 

Other environmental concerns raised relate to fishery management issues including overfishing, 
reduced size of the fish caught, limited control of large boats (locally known as Jote) fishing along the 
coast as well as the high number of smaller fishing boats using the coastal was illegal fishing. 
Concerns were also raised about the use of chemicals to capture fish and prawn in the fields. 
Poisonous chemicals are released at one end of a field where dying and dead floating fish and prawn 
are collected after an hour. 

 

Significance of Hilsa to Hilsa dependent fishing families 

2.5. Profile of the Hilsa fishers 

Almost all of the Delta fishers are fishing for Hilsa and they can be categorised in three types: (1) 
commercial resident Hilsa fishers; (2) commercial migrant Hilsa fishers; and (3) subsistence Hilsa 
fishers. Commercial Hilsa fishers (resident and migrant) own boats and fishing gear and fish in the 
rivers and coastal waters, whilst subsistence Hilsa fishers fish along river banks and use bag net and 
blockage techniques to catch small fish and shrimp that breed along the river banks and small 
creeks, including Hilsa. 

Commercial Hilsa fishers own their own motor boat and up to three fishing nets and hire fishing 
labour (oozies) to help with fishing. They do not borrow money from money lenders for their food 
and living, they can invest in fishing gear and they have sufficient funds from Hilsa fishing to run the 
family without debt in the off-season. Their houses are made of wood floor and walling with CGI 
sheet roofing and they can send their children to the college and university education. They can fish 
by motor boat at sea for about 7-10 days with full ration and diesel. 

Subsistence Hilsa fishers do not have a motor boat and they are likely to hire boat and net. As they 
cannot hire oozies to assist in fishing the household children, women and elders assist in fishing. 
Where there are no family members available, they hire oozies to assist in fishing and spend money 
that would normally be used to cover living costs. As such they often only send their children to 
primary school only. During the fishing off season, subsistence fishers engage in casual labour in 
farms and factories. During these periods they do not get regular daily money and will rely on money 
lenders to cover their living costs. They therefore remain in debt with limited asset ownership and 
houses that are built of bamboo walling and flooring made of thatch roofing. 

2.5.1. Commercial Hilsa fishers 
In the study area commercial Hilsa fishers (resident and migrant) are better off compared with 
subsistence river bank fishers and fish workers. The average annual income for the majority of 
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commercial Hilsa fishers is 1,950,000 ks per year (1,800 USD) (resident and migrant fishers) but can 
be as much as 5,000,000 ks per year (4,240 USD). When compared with the majority of land holder 
farmers in the area, their annual income is between 2,000,000 and 4,000,000 Kyats (1,840 to 3,685 
USD). Commercial Hilsa fishers are considered better off in rural wealth ranking status and are not 
considered poor, whilst subsistence Hilsa fishers are poor and live on the poverty line of 3,000 ks per 
day. 

2.5.2. Resident and migrant Hilsa fishers 
The study found that 66% of Hilsa fishers are resident whilst 34% of Hilsa fishers are migrant fishers. 
Migrant fishers are fishers who fish all year round the Delta using boats and bring their family; 
migrant fishers follow fish migrations and normally have motorboats and a variety of fishing gear to 
catch all types of fish; they normally have a relationship with resident fishers who allowed them to 
do the fishing in their area. 

2.5.3. Dependency 
The dependency ratio based on the annual income from catching all fish types and comparing this 
with the proportion of income from Hilsa is high at over 60% for the majority of households fishing 
in saline waters (81%) and over 30% for brackish and freshwater fishing families (38% and 31% 
respectively). For subsistence fishers and fish workers many reported skipping meals because of the 
poverty, however, Hilsa fishers did not report missing meals and indicates that the income from 
Hilsa fishing is sufficient to meet family food expenditures. Moreover, although nearly one third of 
the Hilsa families had no food stored for a day they had enough money to buy food for a day and did 
not change their eating pattern. 

3. Recommendations to improve the livelihoods of Hilsa fishers 

The recommendations on targeted toward how to improve the asset accumulation capability of Hilsa 
fishers to become more resilient and be able to sustain a vibrant Hilsa fishery. 

Development of a national Hilsa fishery management plan with monitoring, control and 
surveillance of fishing 

Suspected illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing in the coastal area by local and foreign 
boats (Jote) is believed to have led to significant decreases in fish stocks. Currently, it is thought that 
many 100’s of coastal fishing boats using sophisticated technology such as fish finders and depth 
gauges and smaller mesh size nets to fish in Myanmar’s waters, which the artisanal fishing 
community suspects is the main reason for fish scarcity in the rivers, particularly of the Hilsa fish. 

It is recommended to develop a national plan of action to or management plan for Hilsa that 
includes: 

1. regular monitoring and surveillance of coastal fishing boats to ensure compliance with 

fishing regulations, in particular use of smaller meshed nets (less than 5 cm); 

2. a review of coastal fishing policies, laws and regulations to control the number and fishing 

activities of coastal boats and fishing licenses; 

3. development of local regulations with all stakeholders to create “managed fishing seasons 

and areas” where Hilsa fish are migrating and breeding (April and May); 

4. and economic instruments to control the movement and sale of undersized (sexually 

immature) Hilsa fish. 

Improved access to finance to sustain fishing practices 

Access to finance is a significant problem for the Hilsa fishers, who require approximately 300,000 
Kyats (275 USD) per month to ensure that their family’s livelihood. Due to a lack of access to 
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affordable finance, they rely on loans provided locally where they pay 10-20% interest per month, 
within a short repayment period and/or taking loans from fish traders that have to be repaid with 
captured fish Therefore it is recommended to: 

5. assess the use of credit programs (small loan programme or revolving fund) for Hilsa fishers 

to reduce fishing–effort dependency on high-interest local loan providers including support 

to alternative livelihoods such as small-scale aquaculture that can be accessed by fishers. 

Access to new livelihood and job opportunities 

Given that there are only limited livelihoods opportunities available in the Delta rural area, if a 
fisherman is forced to leave the fishery sector for any reason, they often have no other choice but to 
migrate to other villages or towns and engage in casual labour jobs to earn an income. Therefore it is 
recommended that: 

6. government policy makers and businesses should consider development projects in the 

Delta area that diversify opportunities within fisheries such as post-harvest handling, 

processing and small-scale aquaculture to offer sustainable and alternative job opportunities 

for fishers. 

Access to education (capacity development) for sustainable fishing practices 

Given that there is only a basic understanding and knowledge of fishing practices by artisanal fishers, 
it is recommended to: 

7. provide ‘sustainable fishing practice’ trainings for the artisanal fishers in the Delta including 

co-management measures. 
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Appendix I Township and village profile 

 Bogalay 

Bogalay is one of the largest towns in the South-east part of the Ayeyarwady region and has an 
estimated population of 351,452 (male 174,775, female 176,677). The main livelihoods of Bogalay 
are agricultural farming, fishing and charcoal making, but due to deforestation the charcoal making 
is no longer practiced (Source: Bogalay Township profile 2012 by BGL Township Planning Dept.). 

 Mawlamyinegyun 

Mawgyun is also one of the towns in the southern part of the Ayeyarwady region and has a total 
population of 323,425 (male 159,473, female 163,952). The main livelihoods of the township are 
agricultural farming and fishing. There are 13 wards, 108 village tracts and (Source: Mawgyun 
Township profile 2013 by Mawgyun Township Dept of Fishery). 

 Kyaiklat 

Kyaiklat is in the South-east of the Ayeyarwady region and has a total population of 204,399 (male 
99,736, female 104,663). The main livelihoods of the town are agricultural farming and fishing. There 
are 6 wards, 93 village tracts and 421 villages in the township (Source: DoF Kyaik lat). 

 Maubin 

Maubin is one of the large towns in the Ayeyarwady region having a total population of 343,472 
(male 168,324 and female 175,148). The main livelihoods of the town are agricultural farming, 
fishing and trading business. There are 12 wards, 76 village tracts and 442 villages in the township 
(Source: Maubin DoF). 

 Dedaye 

Dedaye is one of the townships in Ayeyarwaddy region. The total population of the town is 218,828 
(male 108,505, female 110,323). Farming is the main livelihood of the town and fishing is the second 
most important livelihood of the town. There are 63 wards, 93 village tracts and 421 villages in the 
township (Source: Dedaye DoF). 

Villages Profiles 

Nine villages from Kyaiklat and Maubin Townships (Fresh water), Bogalay and Mawlamyinegyun 
Townships (Brackish water) and Dedaye Township (Saline water) have been selected, in consultation 
with district and township fisheries departments, based on the different water regimes. (1) Dhama 
Thukha.and (2) Thar Paung villages (Bogalay) (3) Linzwe village (Mawgyun) village located in fresh 
water regime, (4) Hle Seik village (5) Kyone Ma Ngeit village (Kyaik Lat) (6) Kawet Kwin village 
(Maubin) located in brackish water, (7) Than Daik village, (8) Akai village and (9) Toe village (Dedaye) 
located in saline water regime are selected for the study. A total of 9 villages from 5 townships in 
Ayeyarwaddy region were selected for study. 

Table 8 Population of villages in study area 

Township Village tract Village Houses Househ
olds 

Male Female Total 
popula
tion 

Kyeiklat Kyon Ma Ngeit Kyon Ma Ngeit 230 233 400 630 1030 

Hle Seik Hle Seik 108 108 267 218 485 

Maubin Ka Wet Kin Ka Wet Kin 380 389 855 898 1753 
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Table 9 Health, Water & sanitation in villages of study area 

Towns
hip 

Village 
tract 

Village The most 
commonly 
used 
vehicles  

Health 
infrastruc
ture  

Main source 
of drinking 
water  

Main source 
of domestic 
water  

Percenta
ge using 
fly-proof 
latrines 
in the 
village 

Kyeikla
t 

Kyon Ma 
Ngeit 

Kyon Ma 
Ngeit 

Ship/boat Rural 
health 
clinic  

Protected 
well/pond  

River/stream  10% 

Hle Seik Hle Seik Bicycle/ 

trishaw  

None Unprotected 
well/pond  

River/stream  70% 

Maubi
n 

Ka Wet Kin Ka Wet 
Kin 

Ship/boat Rural 
health 
clinic  

River/Stream  River/stream  95% 

Bogala
y 

Thar 
Paung 

Thar 
Paung 

Ship/boat None Unprotected 
well/pond  

River/stream  30% 

Pyin Boe 
Gyi 

Dhamma 
Thu Kha 

Ship/boat None Unprotected 
well/pond  

Unprotected 
well/pond  

25% 

Mawla
myi-ne
gyun 

Lin Zwe 
Me Za Li 

Lin Zwe Ship/boat None River/stream  River/stream  20% 

Dedaye Toe Toe Ship/boat Rural 
health 
clinic  

Protected 
well/pond  

Protected 
well/pond  

95% 

Than Di 
Zee Hpyu 
Kone 

Ah Kei 
Chaung 
Wa 

Ship/boat Rural 
health 
clinic  

Rainwater Rainwater 65% 

Kyon Dat Than Deik Ship/boat Rural 
health 
clinic  

Rainwater Under water 
well/tube well  

60% 

 

  

Bogalay Thar Paung Thar Paung 289 289 1109 705 1814 

Pyin Boe Gyi Dhamma Thu Kha 142 156 430 303 733 

Mawlamyin
e 

gyun 

Lin Zwe Me Za Li Lin Zwe 64 64 197 201 398 

Dedaye Toe Toe 650 665 934 920 1854 

Than Di Zee Hpyu 
Kone 

Ah Kei Chaung 
Wa 

374 420 737 770 1507 

Kyon Dat Than Deik 230 268 660 656 1316 
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Table 10 Education in villages of study area 

Township Village tract Village The type and number of schools in 
village 

Kyeiklat Kyon Ma Ngeit Kyon Ma Ngeit Post-primary school  

Hle Seik Hle Seik Primary school  

Maubin Ka Wet Kin Ka Wet Kin Middle school  

Bogalay Thar Paung Thar Paung Middle school  

Pyin Boe Gyi Dhamma Thu Kha Middle school  

Mawlamyinegyun Lin Zwe Me Za Li Lin Zwe Primary school  

Dedaye Toe Toe High school  

Than Di Zee Hpyu Kone Ah Kei Chaung Wa High school  

Kyon Dat Than Deik Middle school  

 

Table 11 Fishing locations and timing of migrant fishers 

Township Village tract Village Migrant Hilsa fishers go for 
fishing 

Hilsa season 

Percentage Month Month 

Within 
same 
townshi
p  

Within 
region/ 

states 

Other 
region
/state
s 

Kyeiklat Kyon Ma Ngeit Kyon Ma 
Ngeit 

0 70 30 January April 

Hle Seik Hle Seik 100     October January 

Maubin Ka Wet Kin Ka Wet Kin 100     Septemb
er 

May 

Bogalay Thar Paung Thar Paung 100     Novembe
r 

Decemb
er 

Pyin Boe Gyi Dhamma Thu 
Kha 

100     Septemb
er 

Novemb
er 

Mawlamyin
egyun 

Lin Zwe Me Za Li Lin Zwe 100     Novembe
r 

February 

Dedaye Toe Toe 60 30 10 July Novemb
er 

Than Di Zee Hpyu 
Kone 

Ah Kei 
Chaung Wa 

50 40 10 Septemb
er 

April 

Kyon Dat Than Deik 70 30 0 Septemb
er 

Novemb
er 
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Table 12 Price of new/old fishing nets, boats and Honda in study area 

Township Village Tract Village   

Price in Kyats 

New 
net 

Old net New 
boat 

Old 
boat 

New 
Honda 

Old 
Honda 

Kyeiklat Kyon Ma Ngeit Kyon Ma 
Ngeit 

700,000 350,000 600,000 300,000 200,000 150,000 

Hle Seik Hle Seik 100,000 300,000 200,000 130,000 130,000 80,000 

Maubin Ka Wet Kin Ka Wet 
Kin 

600,000 300,000 600,000 250,000 780,000 90,000 

Bogalay Thar Paung Thar 
Paung 

600,000 300,000 250,000 160,000 140,000 90,000 

Pyin Boe Gyi Dhamma 
Thu Kha 

500,000 300,000 250,000 150,000 250,000 180,000 

Mawlamyi
negyun 

Lin Zwe Me Za 
Li 

Lin Zwe 550,000 300,000 250,000 150,000 150,000 80,000 

Dedaye Toe Toe 800,000 500,000 500,000 200,000 300,000 150,000 

Than Di Zee 
Hpyu Kone 

Ah Kei 
Chaung 
Wa 

700,000 300,000 500,000 300,000 300,000 200,000 

Kyon Dat Than Deik 600,000 350,000 400,000 250,000 170,000 100,000 

  Average 
price 

572,222 303,333 394,444 210,000 268,889 124,444 
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Appendix II Categories of the Hilsa fishermen 

 
Table 13 Definitions of wealth for Hilsa fishermen (Source: KIIs) 

Better 
off 
 

 They had one 27 feet motor boat, 3 fishing nets and they can hire oozies to help 
Hilsa fishing. 

 They did not need to borrow money from money lenders for their food and 
living. 

 In fishing off season they also did not need to borrow money from money lenders 
and can run their family without debt. 

 They can invest money for their fishing without borrowing from the others. 

 Their houses are made of wood floor and walling with CGI sheet roofing. 

 They can send their children to the college and university education. 

 They can fish by motor boat at sea for about 7-10 days with full ration and diesel. 

 

Poor  They have one 27 feet motor boat with one Hilsa net. 

 There are only some families that can hire oozies who assist in fishing. The others 
cannot hire oozies and had to use the family members to assist in fishing. 

 As they had to borrow motor boats, fishing nets and some accessories from the 
fish traders and money lenders and they sell their captured fish to the money 
lenders. This means that they only have money for their living costs and there is 
no extra money. They have to engage in casual labour during their off fishing 
season. 

 Their houses are made of bamboo walls and floor with CGI sheets. 

 They can fish at sea by motor boat for about 5-7 days with full ration and diesel. 

 They can send their children to school for middle and high school education. 

 As they are in the debt trap and need to pay the debt to the money lenders there 
are no families without debts. 

 By repaying the debt and covering their living costs they do not have extra 
money. 

 

Very 
poor 

 Only some have a one 21 feet long motor boat and only one Hilsa fishing net. 

 As some families had no boat they had to hire boat paying 1000 Kyats/for a day. 

 And as they cannot hire oozies to assist in fishing the children, women and elders 
assist in fishing. 

 Some families have no family members and need to hire oozies to assist in 
fishing. And so they had to spend money for oozies and had only enough to cover 
their living costs. As such they cannot send their children to school and only some 
can send the children to primary school. 

 During the fishing off season the very poor fishers engage in casual labour in the 
farms and factories. 

 The fishers working as casual labours do not get money daily and rely on money 
lenders to cover their living costs. 

 As very poor fishers are relying on money lenders for their livings they cannot 
escape from debt trap and debt are increasing yearly. 

 Their houses are built of bamboo walling and flooring, and with thatch roofing. 
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Appendix III Key Informants Interviews (KII) 

The total KII conducted by the survey teams are described in Table 5.7. 

Table 14 Key Informants Interview undertaken in each township and village 

Townships Tsp KII Village KII Total Remarks 
 

Kyaik Lat 3 4 (2 villages) 7 Fresh water 

Maubin 3 2 (1 village) 5 Fresh water 

Bogalay 3 4 (2 villages) 7 Brackish water 

Mawlamyinegyun 3 2(1 village) 5 Brackish water 

Dedaye 3 6 (2 villages) 9 Saline water 

Total 15 18 33  

Usually the traders are running the fish trading business as a family business and which they have 
inherited. And some traders need casual labourers and skilled persons for their trading. 

The minimum wages for the casual labour is between 2,500 to 3,500 Kyats. The skilled labourers are 
not on daily wages and are instead getting paid on monthly basis and hence average minimum salary 
is 80,000 Kyats and up. 

Those traders buy and sell all types of fish (including Hilsa), prawns and crabs. The main supply of 
fish comes from fishers in the nearby villages and some smaller traders who travel around to the 
fishing villages and collect Hilsa/other fish. On average there are 10 to 50 customers dealing with 
one trader. Some fishers sometimes took advance money from the traders and repay with their 
captured fish/Hilsa. 

The Hilsa trading season runs from September to November during which the traders are selling 
their Hilsa/other fish to traders in Yangon Central Fish Market. The minimum weight of fish/Hilsa 
exported to Yangon in Hilsa season is one kit (about 70 viss) to maximum 35-40 kits per day. The 
price of the Hilsa was fixed depending upon Yangon market. Usually the price range in a township is 
about 500 Kyats/per viss lower than Yangon market. Normally Yangon traders set the price by 
telephone communication. 

Table 15 Price of Hilsa fish 

Size Price in Kyats Size (Myanmar) Remarks 
approx. size in inches 

1 viss and over 29,500-30,000 Gwa-Shal Over 15 inches 

75-80 ticals 15,000-23,500 Gwagyi 10-15 inches 

50 to 65 ticals 9,000-13,000 Gwa 5 to 10 inches 

35 to 45 ticals 5,000-7,000 Gwa Kya <5 inches 

Normally the traders/fishers sold the Hilsa raw only using ice for preservation. There is no processing 
in Hilsa trading. A fisher/retailer has to spend 200 Kyats per viss of Hilsa for ice. However, there is 
some waste and loss in trading Hilsa/fish if there is not enough ice to chill the Hilsa fish. 
Nevertheless, loss is very rare in trading Hilsa as the price of the fish is high and the traders usually 
take good care of the stock. 

When capital is needed for Hilsa fishing, the fishers can get it from their traders with an agreement 
to sell their captured Hilsa fish to the traders. Traders normally get this investment from their 
relatives and friends by paying 3-7% interest. In general, Hilsa fishers and traders would like to 
expand their business but they are often constrained by lack of capital. 
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Appendix IV Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) 

The survey teams conducted one male and one female FGD in each village in the study area of 9 
villages in 5 townships of Ayeyarwady region. The participant profile is included in Appendix VI. 

Table 16 FGD by village 

Townships Male FGD Female FGD Total Water regime 

Kyaik Lat 2 2 (2 villages) 4 Fresh water 

Maubin 1 1 (1 village) 2 Fresh water 

Bogalay 2 2 (2 villages) 4 Brackish water 

Mawlamyinegyun 1 1 (1 village) 2 Brackish water 

Dedaye 3 3 (3 villages) 6 Saline water 

Total 9 9 18  

For the fresh water regime 

6 FGDs (3 male and 3 female) were conducted in 3 villages in 2 townships, Kyaik Lat and Maubin 
Townships. The selected 2 villages in Kyaiklat Township were Kyonmanget village, 2 hours boat drive 
away from town, and Hle Seik village, near to the town. Another village, Kawet Kin, is from Maubin 
Township and it is a 3 hour boat drive away from the town. 

Generally in 3 villages, the main livelihood is fishery and most of the villagers were working in the 
nearby rivers and streams. They are capturing mainly Hilsa fish and also capture other fish like Nga 
dan, Ngapon nar and Nga poke thin. 

There are only few farmers in the villages and they own more than 10 acres of land and up to 50-60 
acres of farm land and hence usually they are considered better off. Generally 70-80% of the 
villagers are working on fishery, 10-20 % is working on farming and gardening and the rest are casual 
labourers. 

The 3 villages under study have only one primary school. The parents have an interest in education 
their children and send their children to the schools as much as they can. Mostly 25% of the students 
are lacking interest in education and another 50% of students lack of money for education to attend 
the schools. Only about 25% of the students could continue to post-primary education. 
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Regarding the primary health care services, there is one RHC in Kawet Kwin village (MUB) and 
Kyonma Nget village (KLT) each and no clinic in Hle Seik village (KLT). But the road and water ways of 
the villages provide easy access to health facilities in town. Reportedly there are no major diseases 
occurring in those villages. 

Mostly the villagers are Hilsa/other fish fishers in the study area and their lives depend upon the 
fishing. They spend about 6 to 8 months for Hilsa fishing, starting from September or November to 
April (Kawetkin village of Maubin). In June and July the Hilsa are not in the rivers and cannot be 
captured. Hence, fishermen are not very busy and they usually fix their boats and nets for the 
upcoming fishing season. However, during September, October and November the Hilsa fishers are 
capturing Ngapokethin fish. The capture of Hilsa fish could start in January, February and March of 
the year. The fishermen usually go to the mouth of the rivers 15 to 20 days per month to catch the 
Hilsa fish and also catch Hilsa fish for about 30 days in the nearby rivers. 

The Hilsa fishers normally have one set of Hilsa fishing net comprising of 5 to 6 pieces of cotton 
woven nets. There might be 3 to 5 fishers in the village who have nets, and in one study village there 
is one fisher who had 4 sets of fishing net, for Hilsa, Ngaponna, Ngapokethin and Ngadan fish. This 
enables him to fish the whole year, thus making this family better off in the village. For ordinary Hilsa 
fishermen to have 2 sets of fishing nets, it would cost about 2,000,000 Kyats at least which they 
could not afford. However, Hilsa fishermen normally have 2 sets of fishing nets, Hilsa and 
Nagapokethin fish. They capture one kind of fish after another depending on the season. 

The Hilsa fishermen require fishing gears to be in good condition to capture the fish. Essential fishing 
gears are nets, boats and motorboat engine (popular one is the Honda brand engine). The price of 
the new Hilsa fishing net is about 700,000 Kyats for new boat made of rudimentary wood is about 
250,000-300,000 Kyats (estimates of Hle Seik village of Kyaik Lat Tsp) and the price for new Honda 
engine with base frame is about 150,000-200,000 Kyats (estimates of Kawet Kin village of MUB) 
(Table 5.10). Therefore the total price for the new fishing gear is estimated at 1,050,000-1,200,000 
Kyats. 

Table 17 Price of fishing gear in fresh water villages 

Fishing gears Status Price (Kyats) Remarks 

Hilsa fishing net New 700,000 (5-6 pieces) 

Boat New 250,000–300,000  Rudimentary wood 

Engine with base frame New 150,000–200,000  For motor boat 

In most of the cases, poor fishermen can only buy second-hand fishing gears, an estimated cost for 
one set of old fishing net is 300,000-350,000 Kyats and for one old boat about 150,000 to 250,000 
Kyats depending upon the conditions. But the fishermen prefer to buy new motor boat engine as old 
engines are not safe to use in fishing in the mouth of the rivers. Moreover if the fishermen used the 
old fishing nets to catch the Hilsa fish, they can only catch half of the fish catch compared to new 
fishing nets. And also if the fishermen did not use the motor boats and used only hand paddling 
boats then they could only get half amount of fish compared to motor boat. 

There were some fishermen who don’t have a boat and if they used one for a day then they have to 
pay 500-1000 Kyats per day as rental. But fishing nets cannot be hired even for a day as the net can 
be torn easily. 

The prices of Hilsa fish were as follows in Table 5.11. The measurement of the Hilsa fish is different 
from fishery department (in inches) and local fisher (in viss). 
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Table 18 Price of Hilsa fish (Source: FGD) 

Size Price (Kyats) Size (Myanmar) Remarks 

approx size in inches 

1 viss and over 23,000-28,000 Shalgyi  

80  20,000-25,000 Gwa shal >15 inches 

70 ticals 18,000-20,000 Gwa gyi 10 to 15 inches 

50 to 65 ticals 9,000-10,000 Gwa 5 to 10 inches 

35 to 45 ticals 6,500-7,000 Gwa Kya <5 inches 

 

 

If the weight of the Hilsa fish is less than 35 ticals the fishermen usually eat by themselves or sell in 
the village. They would never eat a Hilsa fish which is more than 50 ticals in weight because the price 
of the Hilsa fish is enough for them to cover their daily expenses. The price is also low when the 
scales of Hilsa fish are not in good shape. 

Brackish water regime 

6 FGDs (3 male and 3 female) were conducted in 3 villages in 2 townships, Bogalay and 
Mawlamyinegyun Townships. The selected 2 villages in Bogalay Township are Dama Thukha village, 
1.45 hours boat ride from town, and Thar Paung village opposite side of the town. Another village, 
Linzwe, is located in Mawlamyinegyun Township and it is a 1 hour boat ride from the town. 

The main livelihoods of the selected villages are agriculture, fishery (Hilsa/other fish) and there are 
farmers, fishers and casual laborers in the villages. Farmers are normally minority and they are 
around 5 to 10 people. And farmers usually own over 10 acres of farm land, some farmers own up to 
30 to 50 acres of farm land and they are considered better off people in the villages. They normally 
grew Baegyar and Pawsan rice species as monsoon rice and Thedat Yin as summer rice. 

Usually the casual labourers are poor and very poor people in the villages. Casual labourers engage 
in rice cultivation, weeding, transplantation, harvesting works in agriculture farms and some manual 
works in rice mills, rice bran mills, snack (Monhingar) making factories and in the worst cases 
migrate to other villages, towns and Yangon for better job opportunities. 

Some casual labourers work as a quarter earners (Ponsar) on fishing boats, the deal is, if the boat 
owner catches 4 viss of fish then the casual labourer namely oozie of boat will get ¼ of the fish, i.e. 
one viss. Fishing boats normally employ underage boys and are paid 15,000 to 20,000 Kyats for the 
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month. When the boys have obtained good fishing skills then they can earn 30,000 to 35,000 Kyats 
per month. Some fishermen only use their own children and wives as oozie to save money. 

There is one primary school providing primary level education in each of the 3 villages surveyed in 
brackish water. The road communication to the other villages and town is relatively good. In Thar 
Paung village (Bogalay Township) there is a non-formal education class in the evening for 2 hours, 
where about 20 to 25 workers from the rice mills and other works places attend to study from the 
pre-primary school teachers. 

 

Primary health care service 

There is no clinic in Dama Thukha village, Thar Paung village (BGL) and Linzwe village (MLGN). Hence 
the villagers have to rely on an auxiliary midwife and CHW only for their health. Thus the villagers 
have to go to the other villages or towns in the event of an emergency. 

Livelihoods 

In the 3 surveyed villages in brackish water, the main livelihood of the Dama ThuKha village (BGL) is 
rice plantation which is considered as higher earning livelihood and the second is the fishing and 
earning lower than the farming. Third type of livelihood is casual labour job, which is the lowest 
earning livelihood. The farmers are clearly better off in the villages. The fishers and casual labourers 
are a majority in the villages and they are poor. 

Fishery is the main livelihood in other two villages (Thar Paung and Lin Zwe villages) studied in 
brackish water area as about 80-85 % of the village population is fishers, and the rest are casual 
labourers. The casual labourers are doing fishing net knitting, fishing net mending, paddy 
transplanting, paddy cultivation, paddy harvesting and manual labour at the mills in the villages. 

According to the study, the fishers in the three study villages are mostly Hilsa fishers and they also 
capture other fish. The Hilsa fishers were fishing almost year round. The Hilsa fishers in Thar Paung 
village of Bogalay start Hilsa fishing from September to January, and from February to April they 
change their Hilsa fishing nets to Ngaponna fishing nets. In the ‘no fish catch season’ they are work 
as a casual labour in the villages. Some poor fishers had to borrow money from the money lenders 
or fish traders for their off-season expenditure at a 10-20% interest rate to the money lender or by 
paying back fish to the fish traders without interest however at the price the fish trader sets, which 
is normally a bit lower than market price. The weight and quality of the fish are also set by the fish 
traders and hence fishers are being exploited for the money they borrowed. 

The Hilsa fishers started Hilsa fishing from mid-August to November of the year and they catch the 
most Hilsa in September to November, and after that Hilsa fishers change to fishing for Ngapokethin 
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and Ngaponnga. The fishing season for the Ngapokethin and Ngaponnar is April and May. In those 
months the fishermen get a lot of these fish in the rivers. 

The dimension of the Hilsa fishing nets is about 15-20 feet by 750 feet. Normally the Hilsa net 
consists of 3 sets of net. Normally the mesh size is about 4 inches in square. More recently the mesh 
size is becoming smaller (2 inches). This mesh size for fishing nets is illegal. The sizes of the most 
captured Hilsa fish were 15-30 ticals and they are locally called Gwakya. If the captured Hilsa fish is 
more than 40-50 ticals, then the fishermen will sell it to the traders as these sizes get more money. 

The price of boats and fishing nets are shown in the Tables 5.12 and 5.13. 

Table 19 Price of fishing gears in brackish water villages (Source: FGD) 

Fishing gear Status Price (Kyats) Remarks 

Hilsa fishing net (one set) New 500,000 Normally 5-6 pieces 

Boat New 250,000 Rudimentary wood 

Engine with base frame New 150,000 For motorboat 

 

Table 20 The prices for Hilsa fish in brackish water villages (Source: FGD) 

Size Price (Kyats) Size 
(Myanmar) 

Approx size in inches 

1 viss and over 35,000 Shal 15 inches 

70-80 ticals 15,000-20,000 Gwa gyi 10 to 15 inches 

50 to 65 ticals 8,000-10,000 Gwa 5 to 10 inches 

35 to 45 ticals 5,000-7,000 Gwa Kya <5 inches 

Saline water regime villages 

6 FGDs (3 male and 3 female) were conducted in 3 villages in one township, Dedaye Township. The 
selected 3 villages in Dedaye Township are Thandaik village, 2 hours boat ride from town, and 
Akaichaung Wa village near to Thandaik village, is one hour boat ride from town. Another village, 
Toe village, is 1 hour and 45 minutes boat ride from the town. 

Education 

There is one primary school each in 3 villages and providing primary level education. For higher 
education villagers will have to go to other villages or the town. There is a sanctioned state high 
school in Akaichaung Wa village and the school is ranked as number three in the township regarding 
the pass rate of 11 grade examination. 

Primary Health Care 

In the 3 villages of saline water regime, there are some sub-RHCs; however, these could only provide 
basic health care services. Health emergency patients are always referred to the town hospitals. 

Livelihoods 

These are mostly fishing and farming and casual labour. Fishery is the main livelihood and the 
majority of the population in the villages is fishers, and hence mainly capturing Hilsa fish. A minority 
is casual labours and they are doing general works such as mending the nets, making fishing nets, 
going out to the sea with boats as fish workers and also working as manual workers at mills and 
factories. 

Hilsa fish can be captured starting from August to November with the most Hilsa fish caught in 
October and November. The captured Hilsa fish are on average 10 to 30 ticals and the big size fish 
are about 80-90 ticals. The larger fish are only rarely caught with about 4-5 fish of that size can be 
caught in a year. 
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The prices of the new fishing gears, boats and nets, in saline water regime villages are noted in Table 
5.14. The price of the old fishing gear varies according its conditions. 

Table 21 The prices of the fishing gears in saline water villages (Source: FGD) 

Fishing gear Status Price (Kyats) Remarks 

Hilsa fishing net (one set) New 500,000  

Boat New 500,000  Rudimentary wood 

Engine with base frame New 150,000  For motorboat 

 

Table 22 The prices of the Hilsa fish in saline water villages (Source: FGD) 

Size Price (Kyats) Size (in Myanmar) 

1 viss and over 35,000-40,000 Shal 

90 ticals-1viss 28,000-30,000 Gwa gyi 

85-90 ticals 20,000-22,000 Gwa 

75-85 ticals 19,000-20,000 Gwa 

60-70 ticals 17,000-18,000 Gwa 

50-60 ticals 10,000-12,000 Gwa Kya 

35-45 ticals 8,000-9,000 Gwa Kya 

 

Table 23 Daily wages of men and women 

Water regime Daily wages: Man 
(Kyats) 

Daily wages: 
Woman (Kyats) 

Remarks 

Fresh water 2000-3000 1500-2000 Daily wages for women is lower because 
women do not do harder physical work *Brackish 

water 
2500-3500 2000-2500 

Saline water 2000-2500 1500-2000 

*Out of three water regimes it was found out that daily wages are a little higher in brackish water regime area 

if compared to the other two, since Bogalay and Mawlamyinegyun Townships are bigger than Dedaye, and 
Kyaiklat Townships. Although Kawetkwin village is in fresh water regime, it is far from Maubin Township. 
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Appendix V Household survey 

Main occupation of the respondents 

 
Figure 5 Main occupations of respondents 

The main occupation of the respondents in the study area is fishery and the percentage is about 
70-73%. Normally in saline water the fishery respondents is 73% of the population. 

Male and female ratio 

male female

51% 49%

52%
48%

49% 51%

Fresh

Brackish
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Figure 6 Gender distribution of respondents 

The ratio of male and female respondents is about 50% in summary. 

The religions of the respondents are Buddhist in the study area. The rest are Muslim, Hindu and 
Christian. 

The majority of the respondents are Bamar (95 to 98% in each zone), with the rest identifying as 
Kayin, Kachin and Indian. 
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Education level of respondents 

 
Figure 7 The education level of respondents (N=300) 

The educational levels of the respondents are mainly primary level (52-59% in each water regime) 
and middle school level (18-29% in each water regime). Few, about 3-7% of the respondents, 
reached high school and only 1-4% got a degree from university and colleges. 

Type of housing 

 
Figure 8 The type of housing the respondents live in (N=300) 

98% of fresh water fishers are living in one storied houses. 91% saline water fishers were also living 
in those houses. 

On which land the house is built 

92% of the saline water regime fishers could build their houses on their own lands. The least was 
88% of brackish water regime fishers. 
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Figure 9 The number of floors of respondent’s housing (N=300) 
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Own Hire
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Figure 10 Land ownership among farming respondents (N= 50) 

The farmers in the study area are 50 and 1/6 of the respondents. Ownership of land in saline water 
regime is 100%. 
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Main crop cultivated 

 
Figure 11 The main crops cultivated among farming respondents (N=49) 

Saline water regime farmers cultivated monsoon paddy (rice), 94%. Mostly the saline water farmers 
could not cultivate summer paddy (rice). All brackish water regime farmers cultivated summer paddy 
(rice). 

Having agricultural tools 

Tractors were mostly used in brackish water regime farmers (67%) as they cultivated summer paddy. 
Only 29% of saline water farmers had only tractors. 
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Figure 12 The type of agriculture tools owned by respondents 

 

Income from agriculture for a year 

 
Figure 13 Annual income from agriculture 

41% of the farmers of the saline water regime got more than 5,100,000 Kyats income per year 
compared to only 13% in brackish and 11% fresh water villages. The saline water farmers had more 
acres of farming land than other farmers in brackish and fresh water villages. 
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Problems in agricultural farming 

 
Figure 14 Households that rear livestock (N=300) 

Out of 300 respondents, 29% of households in saline water villages had livestock. Only some fishers 
have livestock for their domestic use. 45% of brackish water respondents had livestock. The least is 
the fresh water respondents (21%). 

Income from livestock 

 
Figure 15 Income from livestock rearing (N=95) 

14% of the livestock breeders in saline water villages had yearly income over 500,000 Kyats though 
they own less livestock. 13% of brackish water village households that rear livestock breeders had 
over 500,000 Kyats yearly income. 
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Problems of livestock breeding 

 
Figure 16 Problems (constraints to) with livestock rearing (N=95) 

Almost all of the breeders were home-based breeding and not on commercial scale. So mostly there 
were no problems (81% fresh, 62% brackish and 34% saline). The other problems were the feeds 
33%, disease 41%, and space 14% for the livestock. 

An overview of the resident and migrant fishers 

Resident and migrant fishers 

As stated in the methodology, the survey design studied resident and migrant fishers. 100 
households were studied in one township with the 75 resident households and 25 migrant 
households from 3 different villages. 

 
Figure 17 How often fishers are fishing (N= 223) 

In saline water the fishers are fishing almost daily, 96% and 61% of brackish water fishers are fishing 
daily. 59% of fresh water fishers were fishing in the rivers and streams almost daily. 
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Type of Hilsa fishery business 

 
Figure 18 Type of Hilsa fishery business (N=217) 

Nearly all fishers were artisanal fishers (i.e. do not work for anyone else); 93% in fresh water, 84% in 
brackish water and 96% in saline water, and the rest are fish workers. 

Fishing gears possession 

 
Figure 19 Possession of fishing gear 

Almost all fishers have Hilsa fishing nets (92% in saline, 94% in brackish and 96% in fresh water 
regime). 97% saline fishers had motorised boats, 68% brackish fishers and 85% fresh water fishers 
have motorised boats. And at the same time the fishers need to possess other set of fishing nets for 
capturing other fish. 
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Price of Hilsa fish 

 
Figure 20 Price of Hilsa fish 

The price of the Hilsa fish is less than 20,000 Kyats in saline (8%), brackish (8%) and in fresh (7%) as 
the fishers are only able to catch the small size. The Hilsa fish (size) value between 5,000 and 20,000 
Kyats are mostly found in three water regimes. 

Size of Hilsa fish 

 
Figure 21 Size category of caught Hilsa fish (N=222) 

The Hilsa fishers catch mostly medium size Hilsa fish in three water regimes. 
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Selling places 

 
Figure 22 Hilsa fish selling places (N=223) 

99% of fishers in saline, 35% in brackish and 75% in fresh water villages sell their Hilsa fish in their 
villages. Most (65%) of brackish fishers sell their Hilsa fish to the town traders. 

Eating from captured Hilsa fish 
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Figure 23 Captured fish that are eaten by fishers’ households (N=223) 

68% of fishers in saline, 74% in brackish and 4% in fresh water villages did not eat Hilsa fish they 
catch. 32% of fishers in saline, 26% in brackish and 96% in fresh water villages ate less than half of 
Hilsa fish they caught. In fresh water villages almost all fishers ate less than half of their Hilsa fish 
they caught. Because the fresh water fishers catch only small (46%) and medium (66%) size Hilsa and 
only 1% of fishers reported that they caught a big Hilsa fish. The fisher usually ate Hilsa that weight is 
less than 35-40 ticals which could not be sold to traders, only could be sold within the villages. 
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Income from Hilsa fish 

 
Figure 24 Percentage of income derived from Hilsa fishing (N=223) 

81% households in saline water, 38% in brackish water and 31% in fresh water villages, reported that 
they got over 60% of income from capturing Hilsa fish. The fishers in saline villages have more 
income from Hilsa. They are living very near to the mouth of the rivers where Hilsa enter from the 
sea. 

Food scarcity 

The fishers in all 3 water regimes are considered food secure households as they normally have 3 
daily meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
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Figure 25 Food scarcity amongst the surveyed population (N=300) 
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Debt 

 
Figure 26 Households with debt and for how long (N=300) 

70% of respondents in saline, 47% in brackish and 41% in fresh water villages reported that they are 
in debt for 1 to 4 months in a year. 14% of fishers in saline, 35% in brackish and 35% in fresh water 
villages answered that they are in debt for over 8 months a year. 16% households in saline water, 
18% in brackish water and 24% in fresh water villages claimed that they are in debt for the whole 
year. 

Income from agriculture 

41% of farming households in saline water, 13% in brackish and 11% in fresh water villages reported 
that average income per year of the farmers is over 5,100,000 Kyats. The base is 50 out of 300 
respondents. 

 
Figure 27 Income derived from agriculture per annum 

Income from Hilsa fish 

The highest income of Hilsa fishers (3% in saline water and 1% in fresh water villages) is 
approximately 160, 000 Kyats (148 USD) per month during the Hilsa season from fishing. 
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Figure 28 Income from Hilsa fishing per month (N=222) 

Problems of fishery 

Money is problem for 48% in saline, 68% each in brackish and fresh water villages. Fish scarcity is 
also problem for 22% in saline, 21% in brackish and 16% in fresh water villages. In other words, as 
the fish is scare in the water the Hilsa fishers cannot get many fish and so the income is less for the 
fishers. So as the Hilsa fisher derives less income from fishing, due to smaller catches, there is less 
money to re-invest in fishing activities and this constrains the growth of the industry. 

 
Figure 29 Constraints to the fishing industry 
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Appendix VI Respondents profile 

Profile of the Focus Group Discussion participants 

Table 24 Focus Group Discussion attendance list 

Sr Name Gender Ag
e 

Income 
per 
month 

Occupatio
n 

Education Nation Religio
n 

Re
mar
k 

1 U Thein Oo Male 51 200000 Casual Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

2 U Tin Aye Male 50 160000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

3 U Thet Naing Male 25 500000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

4 U Hla Nyein Male 43 300000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

5 U Myint New Male 54 300000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

6 U Nyue Khine Male 38 300000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

7 U Kyaw San Male 48 300000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

8 U Thant Zaw Oo Male 43 465000 Farmer Graduate Bamar Buddha   

9 U Than Lwin Male 54 150000 Casual Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

10 Daw Myint Aye Female 50 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

11 Daw Yamin Pike Female 31 150000 Casual Grade 11 Bamar Buddha   

12 Daw Khin Aye 
Ngwe 

Female 48 200000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

13 Daw Thin Thin Oo Female 37 200000 Fisherman Illiterate Bamar Buddha   

14 Daw Soe Soe Female 45 200000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

15 Daw Htay Female 53 1500002 Casual Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

16 Daw Aye Kyu Female 48 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

17 Daw Baby Than Female 24 125000 Farmer University Bamar Buddha   

18 U Aye Myint Male 62 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

19 U Tun Tun Win Male 43 70000 Casual Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

20 U Htein Win Male 51 60000 Fisherman Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

21 U Aung Min Male 51 60000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

22 U Thein Win Male 42 200000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha   

23 U Tin Zaw Male 36 60000 Fisherman Grade 6 Bamar Buddha   

24 U Kan Tint Male 43 300000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

25 U Sein Hla Male 67 400000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

26 Daw Sandar Win Female 41 130000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

27 Daw Hla Shwe Female 63 80000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha   

28 Daw Tin Tin Yee 2 Female 49 75000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

29 Daw Khin Khin Oo Female 45 300000 Farmer Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

30 Daw Aye Thandar Female 31 80000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

31 Daw Tin Tin Yee 1 Female 52 130000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

32 Daw Tin Htwe Female 69 400000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

33 Daw San San Aye Female 45 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

34 U Ko Latt Male 34 65000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

35 U Hla Sein Male 53 60000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

36 U Kyaw Moe Male 41 40000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

37 U Myo Kyaw Male 36 70000 Fisherman Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

38 U Aung Myine Male 60 60000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

39 U Than Htun Male 35 60000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

40 U Ye Win Htut Male 37 60000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

41 U Thein Aung Male 44 70000 Fisherman Grade 2 Bamar Buddha   

42 Daw Mya Min 
Thu 

Female 36 50000 Farmer Grade 11 Bamar Buddha   
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43 Daw San San Win Female 36 10000 Fisherman Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

44 Daw Htay Htay 
Oo 

Female 36 120000 Fisherman Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

45 Daw Yee Yee Win Female 39 150000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

46 Daw Me Me Aung Female 26 70000 Fisherman Grade 6 Bamar Buddha   

47 Daw Nu Nu Lwin Female 42 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

48 Daw Hla Aye Female 53 90000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

49 Daw Moe Moe 
Aye 

Female 40 90000 Farmer Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

50 U Aung Myo Male 48 150000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

51 U Thein Myint Oo Male 35 150000 Fisherman University Bamar Buddha   

52 U Nay Linn Soe Male 36 120000 Casual Grade 2 Bamar Buddha   

53 U Tun Min Latt Male 36 150000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

54 U Myo Win Male 37 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

55 U Hmon Gyi Male 43 150000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

56 U Zaw Win Aung Male 39 120000 Fisherman Grade 11 Bamar Buddha   

57 U Soe Win Male 48 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

58 Daw Win Kyi Female 51 100000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha   

59 Daw Mar Mar San Female 33 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

60 Daw Than Win Female 33 100000 Casual Illiterate Bamar Buddha   

61 Daw Hla Htay Female 45 500000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

62 Daw Thandar Female 47 100000 Fisherman Grade 6 Bamar Buddha   

63 Daw Htway Myint Female 51 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

64 Daw Moe Moe Ei Female 26 120000 Fisherman Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

65 Daw Yin Nwal 
Then 

Female 38 100000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

66 U Tin Tun Male 46 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

67 U Min Thein Ko Male 24 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

68 U Aye Ko Male 52 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

69 U Tin Aung Myo Male 43 500000 Farmer Grade 11 Bamar Buddha   

70 U Myint Cho Male 38 400000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

71  U Linn Linn Tun Male 19 350000 Fisherman Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

72 U Mg Ko Male 31 80000 Casual Grade 6 Bamar Buddha   

73 U Myint Than Male 39 400000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

74 Daw San Nwal Female 49 200000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

75 Daw Thin Thin 
Soe 

Female 33 300000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

76 Daw Soe Female 46 300000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

77 Daw Sein Than Female 56 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

78 Daw Myint Than Female 59 200000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

79 Daw Mar Mar 
Lwin 

Female 47 200000 Farmer Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

80 Daw Soe Moe 
Htwe 

Female 35 70000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

81 Daw Aye Aye 
Khaing 

Female 41 200000 Fisherman Graduate Bamar Buddha   

82 U Chit Htwe Male 70 150000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

83 U Moe Kyaw Male 43 100000 Casual Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

84 U Aung Min Male 54 100000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

85 U Khin Mg Thet Male 41 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

86 U Tin Htwe Male 60 150000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

87 U Khin Oo Male 45 120000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   
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88 U Thein Win Male 49 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

89 U Hla Min Aung Male 32 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

90 Daw Than Win Female 56 150000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

91 Daw Khin Nwet Female 47 80000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

92 Daw Thay Thay Female 55 150000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

93 Daw Ohmar Yi Female 42 180000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

94 Daw Kyi Aye Female 52 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

95 Daw Nyein Nyein Female 30 100000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

96 Daw Win Lae Lae Female 27 200000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

97 Daw Khin Nyo Female 48 500000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

98 U Win San Male 50 150000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

99 U Win Sein Male 63 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

100 U Tin Win Male 56 200000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

101 U Aung Min Male 47 60000 Casual Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

102 U Khin Mg Myint Male 40 100000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha   

103 U San Win Tun Male 31 150000 Fisherman Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

104 U Hla Thein Male 54 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

105 U Thein Zaw Male 44 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

106 Daw Aye  Female 40 60000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

107 Daw Tue Tue Mar Female 31 150000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

108 Daw Aye Aye Thin Female 33 75000 Farmer Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

109 Daw Myint Myint Female 40 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

110 Daw Aye Myint Female 43 50000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

111 Daw Aye Thandar Female 67 100000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

112 Daw Aye Htwe Female 49 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

113 Daw Swe Female 32 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

114 U Myo Tint Male 56 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

115 U Khin Mg Win Male 44 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

116 U Kyaw Htay 
Naing 

Male 28 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

117 U Khin Zaw Latt Male 40 100000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

118 U Tun Wai Male 54 200000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

119 U Myint Aung Male 50 200000 Fisherman Monastery Islan Musali
m 

  

120 U Kyaw Zin Latt Male 44 100000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

121 U Tin Win Male 53 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

122 Daw Hla Hla Maw Female 44 80000 Casual Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

123 Daw Aye Mi Female 43 80000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha   

124 Daw Aye Female 34 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

125 Daw Khin Shwe Female 54 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

126 Daw Khin Mar 
Nyo 

Female 47 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

127 Daw Than Than 
Sint 

Female 34 200000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

128 Daw Than Than 
Oo 

Female 31 60000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

129 Daw Zin Mar Female 34 150000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

130 U Min Min Male 33 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

131 U Mg Swe Male 41 50000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

132 U Myo Win Male 41 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   
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133 U Tun Lwin Male 35 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

134 U Kyaw Min Male 38 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

135 U Moe Kyaw Male 38 50000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

136 U Myint Aung Male 54 200000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

137 U Aye Thein Male 58 1500000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

138 Daw Than Than 
Sint 

Female 38 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

139 Daw Khin Mar Kyi Female 47 50000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

140 Daw Zin Mar Female 31 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

141 Daw Yin Nwat Female 52 50000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

142 Daw Hla Myo 
Nwal 

Female 53 100000 Fisherman Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

143 Daw Myint Kyi Female 46 150000 Farmer Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

144 Daw Ohne Nyunt Female 58 150000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

145 Daw Hla Kyin Female 54 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

  Avg. 44 169,414      

 

Fishers’ profile 

Table 25 List of profiled fishers 

Name Gender Age 
Income 
per 
month 

Occupation Education Nation Religion 
Rem
arks 

U Thet Naing Male 25 500000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Hla Nyein Male 43 300000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Myint New Male 54 300000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

U Nyue Khine Male 38 300000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Kyaw San Male 48 300000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Myint Aye Female 50 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Thin Thin Oo Female 37 200000 Fisherman Illiterate Bamar Buddha   

Daw Soe Soe Female 45 200000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Aye Kyu Female 48 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Aye Myint Male 62 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Htein Win Male 51 60000 Fisherman Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

U Aung Min Male 51 60000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

U Tin Zaw Male 36 60000 Fisherman Grade 6 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Sandar Win Female 41 130000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Tin Tin Yee 2 Female 49 75000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

Daw Tin Tin Yee 1 Female 52 130000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

Daw San San Aye Female 45 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Ko Latt Male 34 65000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Myo Kyaw Male 36 70000 Fisherman Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

U Ye Win Htut Male 37 60000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Thein Aung Male 44 70000 Fisherman Grade 2 Bamar Buddha   

Daw San San Win Female 36 10000 Fisherman Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Htay Htay Oo Female 36 120000 Fisherman Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   
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Daw Me Me Aung Female 26 70000 Fisherman Grade 6 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Nu Nu Lwin Female 42 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Aung Myo Male 48 150000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Thein Myint Oo Male 35 150000 Fisherman University Bamar Buddha   

U Hmon Gyi Male 43 150000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Zaw Win Aung Male 39 120000 Fisherman Grade 11 Bamar Buddha   

U Soe Win Male 48 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Mar Mar San Female 33 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Thandar Female 47 100000 Fisherman Grade 6 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Htway Myint Female 51 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Moe Moe Ei Female 26 120000 Fisherman Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

U Tin Tun Male 46 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Min Thein Ko Male 24 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

 U Linn Linn Tun Male 19 350000 Fisherman Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

U Myint Than Male 39 400000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Thin Thin Soe Female 33 300000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

Daw Soe Female 46 300000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Sein Than Female 56 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Aye Aye 
Khaing 

Female 41 200000 Fisherman Graduate Bamar Buddha   

U Tin Htwe Male 60 150000 Fisherman Monastery Bamar Buddha   

U Khin Oo Male 45 120000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Thein Win Male 49 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Hla Min Aung Male 32 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Than Win Female 56 150000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Thay Thay Female 55 150000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Kyi Aye Female 52 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Win San Male 50 150000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Win Sein Male 63 200000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Tin Win Male 56 200000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U San Win Tun Male 31 150000 Fisherman Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

U Hla Thein Male 54 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Thein Zaw Male 44 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Tue Tue Mar Female 31 150000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Myint Myint Female 40 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Aye Htwe Female 49 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Swe Female 32 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Khin Mg Win Male 44 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Kyaw Htay 
Naing 

Male 28 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Myint Aung Male 50 200000 Fisherman Monastery Islan Musalim   

U Tin Win Male 53 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Aye Female 34 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Khin Shwe Female 54 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Khin Mar Nyo Female 47 100000 Fisherman Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

U Min Min Male 33 150000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Myo Win Male 41 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   
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U Tun Lwin Male 35 100000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Kyaw Min Male 38 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Than Than 
Sint 

Female 38 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Zin Mar Female 31 100000 Fisherman Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Hla Myo 
Nwal 

Female 53 100000 Fisherman Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Hla Kyin Female 54 50000 Fisherman Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

 
Avg. 44 169,267 

     

 

Casual laborers’ profile 

Table 26 List of profiled casual laborers 

Name Gender Age 
Income per 
month 

Occupation Education Nation Religion  

U Thein Oo Male 51 200000 Casual Grade 8 Bamar Buddha 

U Than Lwin Male 54 150000 Casual Grade 7 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Yamin Pike Female 31 150000 Casual Grade 11 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Htay Female 53 1500002 Casual Grade 3 Bamar Buddha 

U Tun Tun Win Male 43 70000 Casual Grade 7 Bamar Buddha 

U Thein Win Male 42 200000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha 

Daw Hla Shwe Female 63 80000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha 

Daw Aye Thandar Female 31 80000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

U Hla Sein Male 53 60000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

U Than Htun Male 35 60000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Yee Yee Win Female 39 150000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Hla Aye Female 53 90000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

U Nay Linn Soe Male 36 120000 Casual Grade 2 Bamar Buddha 

U Myo Win Male 37 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Win Kyi Female 51 100000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha 

Daw Than Win Female 33 100000 Casual Illiterate Bamar Buddha 

U Aye Ko Male 52 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

U Mg Ko Male 31 80000 Casual Grade 6 Bamar Buddha 

Daw San Nwal Female 49 200000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Soe Moe Htwe Female 35 70000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

U Moe Kyaw Male 43 100000 Casual Grade 9 Bamar Buddha 

U Khin Mg Thet Male 41 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Khin Nwet Female 47 80000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Ohmar Yi Female 42 180000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Nyein Nyein Female 30 100000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

U Aung Min Male 47 60000 Casual Grade 8 Bamar Buddha 

U Khin Mg Myint Male 40 100000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha 

Daw Aye  Female 40 60000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Aye Myint Female 43 50000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

U Myo Tint Male 56 100000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

U Kyaw Zin Latt Male 44 100000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Hla Hla Maw Female 44 80000 Casual Grade 8 Bamar Buddha 
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Daw Aye Mi Female 43 80000 Casual Monastery Bamar Buddha 

Daw Than Than Oo Female 31 60000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

U Mg Swe Male 41 50000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

U Moe Kyaw Male 38 50000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Khin Mar Kyi Female 47 50000 Casual Grade 4 Bamar Buddha 

Daw Yin Nwat Female 52 50000 Casual Grade 5 Bamar Buddha 

 Avg. 44 169,413     

 

Farmers’ profile 

Table 27 List of profiled farmers 

Name Gender Age 
Income per 
month 

Occupation Education Nation Religion 
Remar
ks 

U Tin Aye Male 50 160000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

U Thant Zaw Oo Male 43 465000 Farmer Graduate Bamar Buddha   

Daw Khin Aye 
Ngwe 

Female 48 200000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Baby Than Female 24 125000 Farmer University Bamar Buddha   

U Kan Tint Male 43 300000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Sein Hla Male 67 400000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Khin Khin Oo Female 45 300000 Farmer Grade 7 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Tin Htwe Female 69 400000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Kyaw Moe Male 41 40000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

U Aung Myine Male 60 60000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

Daw Mya Min Thu Female 36 50000 Farmer Grade 11 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Moe Moe 
Aye 

Female 40 90000 Farmer Grade 3 Bamar Buddha   

U Tun Min Latt Male 36 150000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Hla Htay Female 45 500000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Yin Nwal 
Then 

Female 38 100000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Tin Aung Myo Male 43 500000 Farmer Grade 11 Bamar Buddha   

U Myint Cho Male 38 400000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Myint Than Female 59 200000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

Daw Mar Mar 
Lwin 

Female 47 200000 Farmer Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

U Chit Htwe Male 70 150000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

U Aung Min Male 54 100000 Farmer Grade 9 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Win Lae Lae Female 27 200000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Khin Nyo Female 48 500000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Aye Aye Thin Female 33 75000 Farmer Grade 10 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Aye Thandar Female 67 100000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Khin Zaw Latt Male 40 100000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

U Tun Wai Male 54 200000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Than Than 
Sint 

Female 34 200000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Zin Mar Female 34 150000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   

U Myint Aung Male 54 200000 Farmer Grade 5 Bamar Buddha   

U Aye Thein Male 58 1500000 Farmer Monastery Bamar Buddha   
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Daw Myint Kyi Female 46 150000 Farmer Grade 4 Bamar Buddha   

Daw Ohne Nyunt Female 58 150000 Farmer Grade 8 Bamar Buddha   

 Avg. 44 169,203      

 

 





 

 

 


